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ABSTRACT: Marjolin’s ulcer is a malignant tumour developing in a chronic skin lesion (burn 

scar, vaccination scar, non-healing wound etc.). The majority of cases reported are squamous 

cell carcinoma. Surgery remains the first treatment of choice (resection with 2cms. safety 

margin of healthy skin for primary squamous cell carcinoma Marjolin ulcers and 2.5cms. safety 

margin for recurrent cases). Recurrence after surgery and regional lymph node metastasis are 

not uncommon (17% & 30% respectively).We presents a case report and literature review of 

Recurrent Marjolin’s Ulcer with regional Lymph Node Metastasis. Marjolin's ulcer should be 

considered as a significant post-burn complication; it should be treated with full emphasis on 

adequate local clearance and regular follow up for many years; if not treated adequately, it may 

lead to complicated recurrence. 
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INTRODUCTION: Marjolin’s ulcer is a malignant tumour developing in a chronic skin lesion 

(burn scar, vaccination scar, non-healing wound etc.).(1)  The majority of cases reported are 

squamous cell carcinoma but other type of malignancy such as basal cell carcinoma, malignant 

melanoma, liposarcoma, osteosarcoma, and fibrosarcoma can also be seen although rare.(2)  The 

incidence of burn scar undergoing malignant transformation has been reported to be 0.77-2 %.( 

3)  

CASE REPORT: A 22 year old male was presented to our surgical department with exophytic 

ulcerated growth of size 7x7 cm. near angle of right scapula. He had a past history of burn over 

anterior chest wall, back and left arm 12 years ago that healed completely by conservative 

management. Approx. 11 years after initial insult, the patient developed an ulcer on the back 

over burn scar. It gradually increased in size to become exophytic growth of size 12x12cms. No 

regional lymph node enlargement was noted at that time. Whole of the ulcer with a 2 cm. 

margin of healthy skin was excised. The defect in skin was closed by partial thickness skin graft. 

Histopathological examination of the excised tissue was suggestive of poorly differentiated 

squamous cell carcinoma.  

8 months after surgery & skin grafting, the patient came with exophytic ulcerated 

growth of size 7x7 cm. near angle of right scapula. It was fixed to underlying muscles of back. 
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Patient was also having another fungating growth in left axilla which was 6x6 cms. in size, fixed 

to underlying structures causing restriction of movements at shoulder. Serous discharge was 

present from axillary growth. There was no vascular or neurological impairment present in left 

upper limb.  Biopsy from axillary growth was positive for squamous cell carcinoma.  

LITERATURE REVIEW: The eponym “Marjolin’s ulcer” was derived from French surgeon Jean 

Nicholas Marjolin in 1828 who observed and classified cellular change in burn skin and coined 

the term “ulcere cancroide”.(4)   The skin lesion underlying development is predominantly burn 

scar (75%), traumatic non healing wound (8%), venous stasis ulcer (6%), pressure ulcer (3%) 

and other e.g. Frost bite, vaccination scar .(1) 

The latency period is inversely proportional to patient’s age at the time of skin injury. In 

chronic Marjolin’s ulcer it ranges from 20-40 year as transformation from non-healing wound to 

malignant disease is slow. The average time lag between the burns and subsequent malignant 

ulceration is 19 years. (5)   In acute Marjolin’s ulcer it occurs within few weeks to one year.(1) 

Average age at diagnosis of Marjolin’s ulcer is in 5th decade of life with a range of 18-84 years.(2)   

It is seen more frequently in males as compare to females with ratio of   3:1.(2)  Most commonly 

it is located on lower extremities (53%), upper extremities (18%), trunk (12%), face and nape 

(5%), scalp (9%). (4) 

Aetiology of Marjolin’s ulcer is not yet clear. Many hypotheses have been suggested. 

Slow healing and scar instability characterized by chronic irritation and the induction of 

constantly proliferating epidermal unit have been blamed. Repeated cycle of healing and 

breakdown, wound that never healed and application of irritant medication are all result in 

reduced ability to withstand carcinogens.(6)  As a result of constant breakdown of ulcer, a 

nutritional deficiency develops, owing to release of toxins by autolysis and heterolysis of scar. 

This yields an epithelium that is unable to withstand the carcinogens produced by skin because 

of excessive heat and radiation. (7)  Ultraviolet rays are also found to be associated with 

Marjolin’s ulcer. On histological examination of sun damaged skin, dyskeratosis and vacuolated 

keratinocytes known as sun burn cell are seen.  Marjolin’s ulcer least frequently founds on trunk 

which is not frequently exposed to sunlight. (8)  It has also been suggested that relatively 

avascular scar tissue act as immune privileged site that allows the tumour to resist body 

defences against foreign cell.(6)  

Scar tissue acts as a barrier for the tumours, if we release this barrier, the virulent 

spread of the tumour will be permitted. (8)  Regional lymph node metastasis and recurrence after 

surgery is not uncommon. Metastasis to regional lymph nodes is seen in 30% of cases and local 

recurrence occurs in 17% of patients. The median interval to recurrence after surgery is 15 

months. Locoregional recurrence is more common in female patients and those with high-grade 

tumours. (9)  Poorly differentiated squamous cell carcinomas have a tendency to spread to lymph 

nodes earlier. Squamous cell carcinomas resulting from the Marjolin's ulcer have a much greater 

tendency to metastasize than squamous cell carcinomas resulting from the other causes (10).      

Various studies suggested that all chronic wound should be closed surgically either by 

skin graft or skin muscle flap. Large wound should not be left for secondary intention healing. 

Burn scar from childhood should be carefully monitored; biopsy of any suspected lesion should 

not be delayed. At present no standard treatment for Marjolin’s ulcer is suggested. Surgery 

remains the first treatment of choice. Marjolin’s ulcer should be excised with a 2 cm. margin of 

normal healthy tissue, which may necessitate amputation with lesion involving joint space or 

deep local extensive invasion. Although classically 2cm safety margin is still widely used for 

resection of primary squamous cell carcinoma Marjolin ulcers, 2.5cm safety margin is better for 
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resection in recurrent cases.(11)  Axillary & inguinal lymph node dissection should be done if 

nodes are found to be positive. Radiotherapy and chemotherapy can be instituted on individual 

basis.(1, 2)  Chemotherapeutic agents most commonly used are 5-fluorouracil, methotrexate, 

bleomycin, cisplatin.(8)   Indication of radiotherapy include – tumour >10 cms. in size with 

positive regional lymph node ( to be given after regional lymph node dissection), head & neck 

lesion with positive regional lymph node, patient with inoperable regional lymph node 

metastasis.(8)  

Lifeso and Bull describe histological classification with include grade I (well 

differentiated), grade II (moderately differentiated), grade III (Poorly differentiated) 

tumours.(12)  Tumours which have latent period of >5 years, situated over trunk and lower limb, 

infiltrative form, poorly differentiated and presence of regional lymph node metastasis have 

worse prognosis.(4)  Stage and grade of the tumor, presence of metastases and presence of local 

recurrence are the main predictors of death.(13)   

CONCLUSION: Marjolin's ulcer should be considered as a significant post-burn complication; (5) 

it should be treated with full emphasis on adequate local clearance and regular follow up for 

many years; if not treated adequately, it may lead to complicated recurrence. 
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Figure 1: Marjolin’s Ulcer arising in a Burn Scar      Figure 2: Exophytic Marjolin’s Ulcer 

     

Figure 3 : Marjolin’s Ulcer on back                  Figure 4: Regional Lymph Node Metastasis in case of 

                                                                                                      Recurrent Marjolin’s Ulcer on back 

 


